gp140, a C3b-binding membrane component of lymphocytes, is the B cell C3dg/C3d receptor (CR2) and is distinct from the neutrophil C3dg receptor (CR4).
gp140, previously identified as a 140-kDa C3b-binding membrane glycoprotein present on Raji cell surface, was shown to be the C3dg/C3d receptor of B lymphocytes (CR2). Specific polyclonal anti-gp140, prepared by immunizing rabbits with this highly purified C3 receptor, blocked Raji cell rosettes with EC3b, EC3bi, EC3dg and EC3d, and also blocked normal lymphocyte rosettes with EC3dg and EC3d without affecting CR1 or CR3 activity. Moreover, a monoclonal anti-C3 (C3b/#130), described by others as reacting with the d region highly expressed on EC3bi, EC3dg and EC3d and poorly exposed on EC3b, completely inhibited EC3bi, EC3dg and EC3d rosettes with Raji cells, but had no effect on EC3b rosettes. Treatment of Raji cells with rabbit anti-gp140 blocked the uptake of three 125I-labeled monoclonal antibodies anti-B2, HB-5 and OKB7 reported to react with C3d-binding proteins, indicating that each of these monoclonal antibodies recognizes epitopes present on gp140. The neutrophil C3dg receptor was examined to determine its relationship to lymphocyte CR2. While neutrophil rosettes with EC3d were undetectable, a specificity for C3d was suggested by the inhibition of EC3dg rosettes by fluid phase C3d-complexes bearing no detectable C3dg. However, such neutrophil EC3dg and EC3bi rosettes were not inhibited by rabbit anti-gp140 nor an excess of anti-CR1, anti-CR2, and anti-CR3. In addition, neutrophils did not bind 125I-labeled anti-gp140, anti-B2, or HB-5. Thus, the neutrophil C3dg receptor is distinct from gp140, the lymphocyte CR2, and should be designated CR4.